
Abstract—Based on state projection method with two-step 
operations, this paper deals with the model reduction problem 
by analyzing the information descriptions of system states. Our 
basic idea in obtaining the reduced-order models is to minimize 
the information loss or the conditional information loss caused 
by truncation by eliminating the state variables with the least 
contribution to system information. Before truncation, an 
entropy preserving transformation of the original state is 
required. The derived minimum information loss (MIL) and 
minimum conditional information loss (MCIL) methods are 
proved to be efficient for approximating stable and unstable 
systems, respectively, and connected with the balanced 
truncation methods firmly. Illustrative examples are given. 

I. INTRODUCTION

ODEL reduction is a long-term studied problem in the 
field of control theory. For linear time invariant (LTI) 

systems, many approximation approaches are available in 
the literature, such as Lyapunov balanced truncation [10], 
LQG balanced truncation [7] and stochastic balanced 
truncation [3]. Most of the existing approximation methods 
fall into the category of state space projection with two-step 
operations [5]. The first step is a state transformation into a 
state space realization in which the state variables can be 
ranked according to some measure of importance. The 
second step is truncation of the least important state 
variables.  

Information theoretic methods for control systems, 
including that dealing with the model reduction problem, are 
attracting more and more attention [9, 11]. For example, the 
Kullback-Leibler information (KLI) was adopted [9] as a 
measure of statistic distance between full- and 
reduced-order models, and was made to be minimum in 
obtaining the approximating models. Stochastic balanced 
truncation method also possesses information theoretic 
interpretation [3]. Based on state projection, the present 
paper studies the model reduction problem of stochastic LTI 
systems by analyzing the information and conditional 
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information descriptions of system states. Different from [9], 
our basic idea is to minimize the (conditional) information 
loss caused by truncation by eliminating the state variables 
with the least contribution to system information.  

II. STATEMENT OF  THE PROBLEM

Consider a full-order LTI stochastic system 
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where nt R)(x , mt R)(w , ptt R)(),( vy , A, B, C are
constant matrices with appropriate dimensions.  denotes 
shift or derivative operator regarding we are dealing with 
discrete or continuous time systems, respectively. )(tw
and )(tv  are mutually independent zero-mean white 
Gaussian random vectors with covariance matrices Q and R,
respectively, and uncorrelated with )0(x . To approximate 
system (1), we wish to find a reduced-order model 
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where lt R)(rx , nl , p
r t R)(y , rrr ,, CBA  are 

constant matrices. Denote realizations (1) and (2) as 
},,{ CBA  and },,{ rrr CBA , respectively.

In this paper, we will discuss this problem based on the 
methodology of state space projection. Define the projection 

V , where T, n lV R  and lV I .  is the 
projection onto the range space of V  along the null space of 

. Now the idea of state projection is that at each time, the 
state )(tx  is approximated by )()( tt xVx  so that 

},,{},,{ rrr CVBAVCBA ,                   (3) 

where we defined 

)()(r tt xx .                               (4) 
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If we change the state-space coordinate basis of the 
system (1) by choosing 

x Tx                                      (5) 

with the matrix nnRT  nonsingular, then the system (1) is 
equivalent to the system 1 1{ , , } { , , }A B C TAT TB CT .

Since lV I , it is always possible to find a similarity 
transformation T  so that the projecting matrices  and V
consist of the first l  rows of T  and the first l  columns of 

1T , respectively. Hence },,{ rrr CBA  is constructed by 
first transforming the model (1) by choosing a particular 
basis transformation T , giving the realization { , , }A B C ,
and then truncating the transformed state-space model by 
restriction to the first l  rows and/or columns. Based on this 
two-step procedure, we will discuss the model reduction 
problem from the viewpoint of information theory. 

III. MINIMIZING INFORMATION LOSS

In this section, we assume that the matrix A is Hurwitz 
and [A, B] is controllable. 

A. State Information 
System dynamics is defined by model structure and 

parameters. However, the “information” of the dynamics is 
contained in system state vectors. The dynamic information 
of the “full-order description” (1) is contained in )(tx ,
while the dynamic information of the “reduced-order 
description” (2) is contained in )(r tx . In information theory, 
the amount of information of a stochastic variable is 
measured by the entropy function [6]. For the full-order 
Gaussian system (1), the transient state entropy is defined by 

1( ( )) ln(2 ) ln det ( )
2 2
n

H t e tx

where ( )t  is the covariance matrix of )(tx . For the 
reduced-order model (2), the state entropy is  

r r
1( ( )) ln(2 ) ln det ( )

2 2
l

H t e tx

where r ( )t  is the covariance matrix of )(r tx .
In this paper we will focus on the steady state information. 

The steady state covariance of the system (1) defined by 

Tlim { ( ) ( )}t t tx x

is the unique positive definite solution to

0TT BQBAA                         (6) 

when (1) is a continuous time system, or, the unique positive 
definite solution to 

TT BQBAA                            (7) 

when (1) is a discrete time system.  
Suppose the steady state covariance of system (2) is 

T
r r rlim { ( ) ( )}t t tx x .                    (8) 

It can be concluded from (4) and (8) that when the reduced 
-order model is constructed by (3), then T

r  is the 
covariance matrix of the reduced state, and is the unique 
positive definite solution of the following l-order Lyapunov 
equation, for example, when system is discrete time. 

r
T
rr

T
rrr QBBAA .                    (9) 

Then, we can define the steady state information of 
systems (1) and (2) as 

detln
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respectively.

B. Reduced-order model with minimum information loss  
From the viewpoint of information theory, the 

approximating performance of reduced-order model is 
determined by the amount of information of the full-order 
state x retained in the reduced-order state rx . If rx  retains 
more information of x , then better performance can be 
expected. Based on this understanding, we propose a 
criterion for getting the reduced-order model: To make the 
system },,{ rrr CBA  retain as much steady state information 
of the original system },,{ CBA  as possible, or to minimize 
the steady state information loss defined by 

)()(:),( rr xxxx HHIL .                      (12) 

The minimum information loss principle had been applied 
successfully in the field of pattern recognition [8]. 

Under transformation (5), the steady state information 
becomes ( ) ( )H Hx Tx . Before truncation, a natural 
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requirement is that the transformation T  does not change 
the information of the original state, i.e. 

( ) ( )H Hx x .                             (13) 

Such kind of transformation can be referred to as the entropy 
preserving transformation. When system state vectors take 
values in a discrete space, equation (13) is true if T is 
nonsingular [6]. However, when system state vectors take 
values in a continuous space, we have [6] 

( ) ( ) ln|det |H Hx x T .                    (14) 

Hence, the nonsingular condition is not sufficient for T  to 
be an entropy preserving transformation when state space is 
continuous. There must be some further restriction on T .

If the state transformation T  is restricted to be unitary, 
then det 1T . Such a transformation T  is entropy 
preserving even when state space is continuous.

From equations (10) ~ (13) we have 

r r

r

( , ) ( ) ( )
1ln(2 ) (ln det  ln det ).

2 2

IL H H

n l
e

x x x x
    (15) 

Let 1, ..., l  be the eigenvalues of T
r , then 

r 1det( ) l . The steady state entropy of reduced 

-order model is r
1

1( ) ln(2 ) ln
2 2

l

i
i

l
H ex . The first 

item in the right of (15) is independent of the choice of 
elements of . det  is fixed. So, minimizing ),( rxxIL  is 

equivalent to maximizing 
1

ln
l

i
i

. Because the 

transformation T  is entropy preserving, it can be seen that 

1
ln

l

i
i

 is maximized if and only if 1, ..., l  are the l

largest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix .
To fulfill this, let T  consist of all the ortho-normal 

eigenvectors of ,  consist of the first l  rows of T  and 
V  consist of the first l  columns of 1T , so that 

T
21 ][ l ,                         (16) 

where l,,, 21  are the l ortho-normal eigenvectors 
corresponding to the l largest eigenvalues of the covariance 
matrix . Since ITT T , then T1 TT , and TV .
From (3) the reduced-order model is given by 

},,{},,{ TT
rrr CBACBA .             (17) 

Under the transformation T  as constructed above, the 
steady state covariance matrix becomes  

T
1 2diag[ ,  ,  , ]nT T ,

where 1 0n  are eigenvalues of . Then

1

1( ) ( ) ln(2 ) ln
2 2

n

i
i

n
H H ex x ,          (18) 

and the minimum information loss is 

n

li
ie

ln
IL

1
r ln

2
1)2ln(

2
),( xx .           (19) 

We come to the conclusion here that the minimum 
information loss (MIL) reduced-order model based on 
projection is constructed by equations (16) and (17), where 
the steady state covariance  is the unique positive 
definite solution to the Lyapunov equation (6) or (7) for 
continuous and discrete time systems, respectively.  

IV. MINIMIZING CONDITIONAL INFORMATION LOSS

A limitation of the application of the MIL method is that 
the original model must be stable so that the steady state 
covariance  exists. In this section, we will show that an 
unstable system can be dealt with by analyzing the 
conditional information of system state. For simplicity, we 
assume that the system discussed in this section is discrete 
time. The results for continuous time systems can be gotten 
in a similar way. In order to distinguish it from section 3, 
here we denote the state transformation as S , and the 
projection as K , where nlRT, K , lIK .

A. Conditional Information 
Suppose we have a certain observation sequence of the 

true system, )}(...,(2),(1),{ tt yyyY . Suppose )1(ˆ tx  is 
the one step ahead Kalman estimate of )1(tx  based on the 

given tY  (t is large enough). Let )1(~ tx  and )1(t  be 
the state estimate error and the error covariance matrix, 
respectively. For tY  is known and fixed, from estimation 
theory [2] and information theory [6] we get the conditional 
information of model (1) as 

( ( 1)| ) ( ( 1))
1                     ln(2 ) ln det ( 1).

2 2

tH t H t

n
e t

x Y x
    (20) 
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For the reduced-order system (2), let )1(ˆ r tx , )1(~
r tx

and )1(r t  denote the Kalman estimate of )1(r tx , the 
estimate error and the error covariance, respectively. Then,  

r r

r

( ( 1)| ) ( ( 1))
1                       ln(2 ) ln det ( 1).

2 2

tH t H t

l
e t

x Y x
      (21) 

Suppose )(~lim~ tt xx , and )(lim tt . It is well 
known that even when the original system is unstable, the 
steady covariance  exists and satisfies the following 
Riccati equation if the pair [A, C] is observable and the pair 
[A, H] (where TT BQBHH ) is stabilizable: 

TT1TT ))(( BQBACRCCCA .    (22) 

We also suppose )(~lim~
rr tt xx , )(lim rr tt .

The steady conditional information of models (1) and (2) 
can be gotten from (20) and (21) as  

detln
2
1)2ln(

2
)~()|( e

n
HH xYx ,          (23) 

rrr detln
2
1)2ln(

2
)~()|( e

l
HH xYx ,        (24) 

respectively, where )}(...,(2),(1),{ yyyY . Conditional 
entropies )|( YxH  and )|( r YxH  are respectively related 
to the posterior error covariances  and r , and can be 
referred to as posterior information. While )(xH  and 

)( rxH  are respectively related to prior error covariances 
 and r , and can be referred to as prior information. 

B. Reduced-order model with minimum conditional 
information loss 
If the reduced-order model retains more conditional 

information contained in the full-order model, then the 
better approximating performance can be expected. In order 
to minimize the conditional information loss, similar to the 
consideration in section 3, we make the transformation 
matrix S  consist of all the ortho-normal eigenvectors of ,
and let  and K  consist of the first l  rows of S  and the 
first l  columns of 1S , respectively. It can be seen that S
is also an entropy preserving transformation, and T1 SS ,

TK . The reduced-order model is given by 

},,{},,{ TT
rrr CBACBA ,              (25) 

with

T
21 ][ lµµµ ,                        (26) 

where lµµµ ,,, 21  are the l ortho-normal eigenvectors 
corresponding to the l largest eigenvalues of .

Since )(~)(~
r tt xx , it can also be concluded easily that 

T
r  is the steady state estimate error covariance 

matrix of model (25), and the unique positive definite 
solution to the following Riccati equation: 

T
rr

T
rrr

1T
rrr

T
rrrrr ))(( QBBACRCCCA .

(27)

Let 1, ..., n  denote the eigenvalues of . Then the 
steady conditional information of model (1) is 

n

i
ie

n
HH

1
ln

2
1)2ln(

2
)~()|( xYx ,

while the maximum steady conditional information retained 
in the reduced state is 

l

i
ie

l
HH

1
rr ln

2
1)2ln(

2
)~()|( xYx .

Then the minimum steady conditional information loss 
caused by truncation is 

r r( ; | ): ( ) ( )

1                 ln(2 ) ln .
2 2

n

i
i l

IL H H

n l
e

x x Y x x
         (28) 

The realization constructed by equations (25) and (26), 
where the steady error covariance  of state estimate is the 
unique positive solution to the Riccati equation (22), can be 
referred to as the minimum condition information loss 
(MCIL) reduced-order model. 

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Properties of the reduced-order models 
It can be proved easily that the reduced-order models 

obtained by MIL and MCIL methods preserve the stability, 
controllability and observability of the original model. Due 
to the space limitation we omit the proof. 

B. On the order selection of approximating model 
It is known from equation (19) that the steady state 
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information loss ),( rxxIL  of MIL method is defined by the 
eliminated eigenvalues of covariance matrix  besides the 
factor of dimension reduction. So, smaller eliminated 
eigenvalues 1, , l n  imply better approximating 
performance. If there are two neighbored eigenvalues m

and 1m  that 1mm , then we can set ml  as the 
order of the reduced-order model. A same conclusion can be 
drawn for the MCIL method. This order selection method 
corresponding to the eigenvalues of covariance matrix is in 
some sense similar to that proposed in [3] corresponding to 
the eigenvalues of canonical correlation matrix. 

C. Comparison of MIL and MCIL methods 
As we know, the MIL and MCIL methods consider the 

minimum loss of the prior information )(xH  and the 
posterior information )|( YxH , respectively. In other 
words, the MIL and MCIL reduced-order models are 
obtained on different “information basis”. It was pointed out 
that for a stable system, the posterior error covariance  is 
always smaller than the prior error covariance  [1]. Since 

 implies )()|( xYx HH , we can get more 
“knowledge” of system dynamics from the prior information 
than from the posterior information. Hence, the MIL model 
will possess better approximating performance than the 
MCIL model in general. So, although the MCIL method can 
be applied to stable systems, it is advisable to use the MIL 
method when system is stable. However, the advantage of 
MCIL method is that it is applicable to unstable systems. 

D. Connections with balanced truncations. 
It was known that the Lyapunov balanced truncation 

which eliminates the state variables that are both difficult to 
control and observe can also be considered as one particular 
case of the state projection. Suppose the controllability and 
observability Gramians of the original realization },,{ CBA
are M and N, respectively. From equations (6) or (7) we can 
see that the steady state covariance matrix , based on 
which the MIL reduced-order model is gotten, becomes the 
controllability Gramian if the system noise )(tw  is 
normalized, i.e. if IQ . In this case, the steady state 
information )(xH  can also be considered as the 
“controllability information”. In the same sense, we can 
suppose an “observability information” corresponding to the 
observability Gramian. It can also be considered as the 
steady state information of the dual system. 

The system is called Lyapunov balanced if 
1diag[ ,  ,  ]nM N  (where 1 0n  are 

the Hankel singular values of the system). Hence, from the 
viewpoint of information theory, the Lyapunov balanced 
truncation method can also be considered as minimizing the 
controllability and observability information losses (or, 

minimizing the steady state information losses of the 
original and dual systems), simultaneously. However, the 
Lyapunov balanced truncation method requires that the 
original realization be minimal. In large-scale setting 
balancing the whole system and then truncating the balanced 
basis are numerically inefficient and ill-conditioned [4]. In 
this sense, the idea of MIL in section 3 gives not only an 
information theoretic interpretation but also a simple method 
for model reduction.  

With similar consideration to the above, it can be 
concluded that the LQG balanced truncation also has 
information theoretic interpretation: It minimizes the steady 
conditional information losses of states of the original and 
the dual systems, simultaneously.  

VI. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

A. A stable system 
Consider a lightly damped, simply supported beam model 

[9] described by equation (1) with parameters as: 

A: 1 5diag{ , , }A A A , T T T
1 5[   ]B B B  , 

1 5[   ]C C C ,

where
jj 2

10
2jA , T0 jj bB ,

0jj bC , 2
j j , 1 5[ , , ] [0.9877, 0.309,b b

0.891, 0.5878, 0.7071] , 1, ,5j , and 005.0 ;
w(t), v(t) are independent Gaussian white processes with 
intensities 1 and 0.1, respectively. The poles of A are 
{ 0.0050  1.0000 , 0.0200  3.9998 , 0.0450 i i

8.9999 , 0.0800 15.9998 , 0.1250 24.9997 }.i i i   The 
eigenvalues of the steady state covariance matrix  are 
{ ,  1, ,10} {48.7776, 48.7776, 4.4105, 1.1935, i i

1.0797, 1.0000, 0.0746,  0.0544, 0.0042, 0.0016} . For 

2 3 , it is suitable to select 2 as the order of 
approximating model. 

Applying the MIL method to this 10-order model, we get 
a 2-order approximating model Ar. The poles of model Ar

are { 0.0050  1.0000 }i . We denote the 2-order 
approximating model obtained in [9] by KLI method as Am.

The Bode plots of the reduced-order models Am and Ar are 
compared with that of the full-order model A in Figure 1. It 
can be seen that the approximating performance of Ar

obtained by the present MIL method is better than that of Am

obtained by KLI method in [9]. Further, our present 
algorithm is simple and easily applicable. 
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B. An unstable system 
To illustrate the efficiency of the MCIL method, we 

consider a continuous time unstable model described by 
equation (1) with parameters as [12]: 

B:  

0   0   0   0   114
1   0   0   0    86
0   1   0   0       35
0   0   1   0         3
0   0   0   1      5

A ,

T70  114  55  12  1 ,

[0  0  0  0  1].           

B

C

The noises w and v are assumed to be mutual independent 
Gaussian processes with covariance 1RQ . In this 
example, we examine the approximating performance of the 
reduced-order model by comparing its singular value to that 
of the original model. The poles of model B are 

}1.70123.94351.2261,,1.4622{2.0565 ii . The 
eigenvalues of the steady Kalman estimate error matrix 
are 0.0711}0.9637,9.4782,62.2093,{357.9370, .

The poles of the 3-order approximating model, Br gotten 
by MCIL method, are }8941.06979.2,4857.9{ . Figure 2 
compares the singular value of the reduced-order model Br

to that of the full-order model B. It shows that the MCIL 
method is efficient for unstable model reduction.  

VII. CONCLUSION

Based on state projection, the present paper studied the 
model reduction problem of linear time invariant systems by 
analyzing the information and the conditional information 
descriptions of system states. The basic idea in this paper is 
to make the information loss or the conditional information 
loss caused by truncation be minimum by eliminating the 
state variables with the least contribution to system 
information. Before truncation, an entropy preserving 
transformation of the original state was required. The 
derived MIL method was proved to be efficient for 
approximating stable model, while the MCIL method was 
proved to be efficient for approximating unstable model. 
Connections between MIL, MCIL methods and balanced 
truncation methods were also analyzed. 
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